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Presentation
We are greatly pleased to present to you the Congregational
Bulletin, Humilitas In Cammino, No. 95 that offers various
contents and information that will surely deepen and useful in our
formational, vocational and missionary journey, providing
countless opportunity to share life and radiate the joy of our
missionary commitment.
As a year-round celebration of the year of consecrated life,
we are all invited “to remain for a long time, on an interior
pilgrimage, before the dawn, when, in a warm environment of
friendly relationships, the intellect is led to open itself to mystery…
the decision made that it is good to set out to follow this Master
who alone has the words of eternal life (cf. Jn 6:68). He invites us
to make our whole “life a pilgrimage of loving transformation.”1
Thus making all possible tools and instrument to be renewed and
be transformed to the likeness and image of Christ, the Master.
There are numerous events, activities, and initiatives that
take place in different areas of our religious and ecclesial
communities, and we take advantage of these events to be enriched
and be renewed. In the advent of the Extraordinary Jubilee of
Mercy, in this issue, will seek to deepen some aspects and elements
that help to highlight the beauty of being consecrated and
missionary, in the joyful and generous service to migrants,
merciful and just to his people.
1

Rejoice! A letter to consecrated men and women, A message from the
teachings of Pope Francis, Congregation for Institute of Consecrated Life and
Societies of Apostolic Life, Year of Consecrated life, 2014, paragraph 4
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Placing Christ as the center of our missionary vocation and
committing ourselves in and meeting him in the person of our
brother and sister migrants in the Church and in the society, Fr.
Gaetano Parolin, cs leads us to a further reflection of an interesting
paradigm for the Mission of the Church today. He attempts to
develop two interrelated aspects. The first is the deep relationship
that has always existed between migration and mission. The
second tries to analyze on how migration and the missio inter
migrantes help us better define the Mission of the Church in the
world. He further expounds on how migration and the mission with
migrants give us another key meaning to mission. The mission,
which is more than geographic movement, but rather an existential
journey in the formation of identity. In summary, this gives us
some aspects of mission with migrants which can illumine the very
mission of the Church. It delineates that it remains true that the
permanent priority of mission is the proclamation of the Gospel
and of Christ's person.
In sharing the life and mission of the Congregation, we
bring the missionary story and the growth of our presence in Asia,
particularly in Indonesia as Sr. Angelina Tupen expresses the
wonderful works God is realizing through our Sisters, courageous
witnesses of the missionary initiatives through their own little
ways. They learn to appreciate diversity through personal, ecclesial
and social relations, as individuals and as community. We are all
invited we meet and walk with all so that in communion, we can
overcome all temptations to comforts and take the power to
transform and take affirmation of one’s own identity into a
celebration of diversity thus recognizing them as gifts.
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Through the accounts and testimonies shared by our Sisters,
we can have the grasp of how lively and wonderful the Lord
manifest in our story! Further these witnesses provide us the
richness of our way of being and doing as Scalabrinian
Missionaries, missionaries of hope, a journey towards that path of
freedom, “not to be afraid of the newness the Holy Spirit works
within us, not to be afraid of the renewal2” .
Such witnessing promotes an authentic culture, constantly
called to serve humanity in all its conditions, opens unknown
paths, opens doors to allow hope to breathe, strengthens the
meaning of life and watches over the common good. Thus taking
the cultural process that “promotes an integral humanism and the
culture of encounter and relationship”3, the joy of living.
Ushering us to the door of the “Misericordiae Vultus”, the
Extraordinary Jubilee of Mercy, Sr. Ana Paula Rocha shared her
reflection about our Lady of Aparecida as a sign of Divine Mercy.
Bridging the advent of this great jubilee in the Church, “we are
called to gaze even more attentively on mercy so that we may
become a more effective sign of the Father’s action in our lives”4
and in our missionary lifestyle. Taking mercy as the very
foundation of the Church’s life, we in our pastoral activity should
be caught up in the tenderness she makes present to migrant
believers for nothing in the church preaching and in her witness to
the world can be lacking in mercy, like Mary who first experienced
the merciful love of God.
As part of its regular issues, we publish decrees of
appointments emanating from the Superior General, as an
2

Rejoice, #11
Rejoice, #11
4
“Misericordiae Vultus” #3
3
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expression of the congregational communion and shared
responsibility assumed by the Sisters of the Congregation.
We joyfully thank the Lord for the gift of vocation of the
Sisters who celebrated their religious profession in our
congregation during the year 2015.
May the Blessed John Baptist Scalabrini, Father of
migrants, Blessed Assunta Marchetti and the Servant of God Fr.
Joseph Marchetti, intercede for us so that we can live faithfully our
religious vocation, letting ourselves be attracted and guided by
him, in consecration to him; allowing the Holy Spirit to draw us
into this missionary dynamism, awakening within us the desire, the
joy and the courage to offer our own lives in the service of the
Kingdom of God.5 to the migrants and refugees.

Sr. Neusa de Fátima Mariano, mscs
Superior General

Rome, 9th November 2015
18th Year Anniversary of the Beatification of Blessed JB Scalabrini

5

Pope Francis, Message of the 52nd World Day of Prayer for Vocations,
26 April, 2015
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Mission for Migrants:
Paradigm of the New Mission1
Fr. Gaetano Parolin, cs
1. Introduction
The mission with, for and among migrants can be viewed
as an interesting paradigm for the Mission of the Church in today's
world. It should be noted at the outset that the discourse of
"mission with migrants" is relatively recent. Classic documents of
the Church on migration always speak of “specific pastoral care”,
not mission2. Over the past two decades, however, you notice a
change and attempt to insert specific pastoral care in the context of
a pastoral mission more on communion-dialogue,. The origin of
this change is the mission-inspired 1990 Encyclical Redemptoris
Missio, where Pope John Paul, now St. John Paul II, places the
phenomenon of migration in the context of Missio ad gentes3.
In particular, the last document on the pastoral care of
migrants, the Instruction, Erga Migrantes Caritas Christi, affirms
that today's migration phenomenon is "a substantially new and
vital chapter of the missionary task:: as practiced in the lands of

1

Acknowledgement: Our gratitude to the collaboration of Sr. Noemie Digo who
translated the original text an Italian into English.
2
We refer to the Apostolic Constitution of Pius XII's Exsul familia (1952), the
Motu proprio Pastoralis Migratorum Cura of Pope Paul VI (1969), at the instruction of
the Congregation of bishops De Migratorum Pastoral Care (1969) and the letter the
Church and human mobility (1978), the documents of the Council, in particular the
Decree Christus Dominus. The text can be found at Migrantes Foundation of the Italian
Bishops ' Conference, the Church's Enchiridion for migration. And ecumenical
magisterial documents on human mobility pastoral (1887-2000), wall plug, Graziano
(ed.), Edizioni Dehoniane, Bologna, 2001.
3
see especially 37 numbers and 82.
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ancient Christian tradition”4. And one is impelled to rethink the
notion of mission, pointing out that "it is not only the geographical
distance that determines the mission, as the cultural and religious
alienation”5.
The second clarification concerns the word paradigm.
Applied to the mission, it indicates a model, a new way of thinking
about the mission, more responsive to the needs of a given
historical period.
The list of various constituents of the “new” mission varies
from author to author. Moreover, the Redemptoris Missio says that
"the mission is unitary, but complex, and is expressed in various
ways, some of which are of particular importance in the present
condition of the Church and the world”6.
Our reflection fits into this context, to develop two
interrelated aspects. The first is the deep relationship that has
always existed between migration and mission. The second will
analyse how migration and the missio inter migrantes help us
better define the Mission of the Church in the world.

2. Rapport between Migration and the Mission of the Church
2.1 The historical influence of migration on the Church's
mission

4

Enchiridion Vaticanum, documents of the Church and of the Holy See, Bologna,
1962-, 22/2554.
5
Enchiridion Vaticanum, op. p. 22/2551.
6
Enchiridion Vaticanum, op.cit. 12/631.
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Inspite of the lack of full recognition as such, migration has
had a significant place in the mission7. It has contributed in a
decisive manner in transforming religion specifically characterized
by its geographical ethnicity, such as Christianity and Islam..
From the beginning, the spread of the Gospel has been
linked to migratory networks. Christianity is a religion of migrants
and migratory movements has constituted a functional element in
its diffusion8.
The Acts also
mention that the
Christian community,
characterized
by
uprooting
and
mobility, was first
and foremost known
as the people of the
"way" or of the
"journey" (At 18.25; -26; 22.4 19.23; 24, 14.22). The author of the
First Letter of Peter addressed the members of the Christian
communities in Northern and Central Asia Minor as foreign
residents (paroikoi) and exiles. While convinced of the fact that
they are no longer strangers and pilgrims but fellow citizens with
respect to Israel and part of the family of God, the early Christians

7

Chamberlain, Gianni, mission and mission with migrants, pp. 77-88, Graziano
Battistella, (ed.), the mission is to us. In the margins of the instruction Erga migrantes
caritas Christi, "SIMI 3 Notebooks", Urbaniana University Press, Vatican City, 2005, p.
173
8
cf. Hanciles, Jehu j., Beyond Christendom. Globalization, African Migration, and
the Transformation of the West, Orbis Books, Maryknoll, New York 2008, 430 p.
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considered themselves pilgrims, homeless or displaced, without a
nation, strangers who welcome other strangers.9
With the great geographical discoveries of the 15th century
and the beginning of modern transatlantic migrations, there was
also the development of the European missionary expansions from
the heart of Christianity to other parts of the world. Moreover in
the succeeding centuries, emigration in a positive sense has been
the protagonist in the spread of Christianity. We refer especially to
the great migration that took place between 1845 and 1915 in
Europe. From 1815 to 1914, the great century of western
missionary enterprise, about 60 million Europeans emigrated to the
Americas, Oceania and Africa. It is no coincidence that the largest
missionary expansion of all time coincides with the massive
migrations of all time, culminating in the epochal transformation of
global Christianity.
The document Church and Human Mobility recognizes that
"in many cases human mobility was crucial or at least exerted a
considerable influence on the emergence and development of new
churches" (CMU9)10.
From the second half of the 20th century to the present day,
in the so-called era of the migration, we note a sort of reversal of
migration scenarios. Migration influx no longer follow the NorthSouth direction, but the South-North and East-West flow. Before
9
on this aspect, which continues the tradition of the chosen people, see, in
particular, BAFNA, Gabriele, openness and availability. The welcome in the Pauline
letters, TG 2 Theology, Editrice Pontificia Università Gregoriana, Rome 1995, p. 374;
Foreigners and pilgrims. Biblical icons for a pedagogy of encounter, Paoline Editoriale
Libri, Milano 2007, 275 p.; Di SANTE, Carmine, the stranger in the Bible. Essay on
hospitality, Città Aperta Edizioni, Troina (EN) 2002, p. 235; Bianchi, Enzo, I was a
stranger and you welcomed me, Rizzoli, Milano 2006, 123 p.
10
Enchiridion Church and migrations, op. cited in 1421.
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1925, 85% of international migrants came from Europe. From
1960 majority of the migratory flow originate from Africa, Asia,
and from Latin America.
While in the heart of Europe and America the missionary
initiatives are decreasing, missionary movements are developing
from South to North of the world. The decline of Christianity in
Europe and America and its parallel development in non-Western
countries, qualifies the Christian faith today as a non-Western
religion11. Many authors emphasize the young, dynamic character
of immigrant communities, the spirit of missionarity, much more
vivacious than the existing churches in Europe12. Writes Gerrie Ter
Haar:
As the European missionaries once believed that it
is their divine duty to evangelize what they called the
black continent, the leaders of the African churches in
Europe today are convinced that Africa has the mission to
bring the Gospel to those who originally preached. Thus,
many African Christians who recently arrived in Europe,
generally to find work, think that God has given them a
unique opportunity to disseminate the good news to those
who have lost it.13

11

See HANCILES , Jehu J., Beyond Christendom: African Mission and Global
Christianity Trasformations, in "Studies in World Christianity", 2004, 1, pp. 93-113.
12
See Jongeneel , Jan A.B., The Mission of Migrant Churches in Europe,
"Missiology", 31/1, 2003, pp. 29-33; Palomino, Miguel A., Latino Immigration in
Europe: Challenge and Opportunity for Mission, in "International Bulletin of
Missionary Research, 28/2, 2004, pp. 55-58; See Escobar, Samuel, Migration: Avenue
and Challenge to Mission, "Missiology", 31/1, 2003, pp. 17-28.
13
Ter Haar , G, errie Halfway to Paradise: African Christians in Europe, Cardiff
Cardiff Academic Press, 1998, p. 92.
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2.2 Missiological Reflection on the New Migration
J.J. Hanciles is convinced that said movement will
eventually reshape both the future face of Christianity as well as
the dynamics of future missions14. If the Western missionary
movement brought with it the idea of Christianity, imperialism,
political dominion and economic power, technological supremacy,
the new migratory flow from the South to the North of the world
on the other hand is characterized by a largely spiritual worldview,
economic poverty and the lack of political power. Another
distinguishing aspect of the new migratory streams is its similarity
to the New Testament missionary model, emphasis is placed on
spiritual power rather than eloquent rhetoric, the use of housechurches, lay apostolate, charismatic leadership, awareness of
weakness and marginalization.
The notion of the mission of God that comes from the
fringes is masterfully described by Cuban scholar Miguel De La
Torre:
The self-revelation of God to humanity is not from
the center of power in the world, but from the margins of
society. It is not from the Court of the Pharaoh that God's
laws were revealed to mankind but through his slaves.
Even the incarnation did not take place in Caesar's Palace
or in the House of the high priest of Jerusalem. Rather,
God became flesh among the impure galileans [...] in a
region where the impure galileans outnumber the Jews15.

14

cf. Hanciles, Jehu j., Beyond Christendom. Globalization, African Migration, and
the Transformation of the West, Orbis Books, Maryknoll, New York 2008, pp. 377-378.
15
DE LA TORRE, M.A., Reading the Bible from the Margins, Orbis Books,
Maryknoll, New York, 2002, p. 31.
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This vision captures well the current reality. If migration is
a phenomenon that is relational and procedural,16 contemporary
ones are even more linked to a network, by which new migrants
direct themselves to those places where they have contacts, and
building up contacts facilitates
access to key centers of
immigration. In contrast to European emigration, the new nonWestern streams travel along pre-existing social relations based on
charismatic leadership, communicating through gestures and
chants, and views the human person in his relationship with the
community.

3. Mission to Migrants, Paradigm of the New Mission
The preceding reflections
allow us to affirm the place of
mission in migration and also the
place of migration in the mission.
This role is not exhausted in the
contribution that migration gave to
mission. It also helps to define better
the concept of mission tout court
and, at the same time, which mission
is more appropriate for migrants?

3.1 The Mission as recognition and gratitude
The migrant today is categorized as a .foreigner. The
immigrant on the other hand, is the alien one. Strangeness as a
16

See, in this regard, CESAREO, Vincenzo, migration, resource for development and
cooperation, in "Studi Emigrazione", 129, 1998, pp. 49-64; ZACKY, THEaura, the
sociology of migration, Editori Laterza, Roma-Bari, 20072, 268 p.
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category helps to better define the mission. The emerging
understanding of the new mission is the Missio Dei17. The mission,
is not ours, it is of God. The mission comes from a distance, it is a
gift and a grace, analogically the distance that exists between us
and God. The mission has its origin in the Trinity. It is therefore
first and foremost what God is, then what God does. And God is
love, a relationship and a communion of love, is a movement of
love. God is missionary by nature; as nature is relationship,
communication and communion of love. The mission then is to
migrate, the ecstasy of God, the mystery of God poured out into
the world, it is the God "turned inside-out" (God Inside-out), it is
the spirit of God at work in the world and in history18.
Mission preceded the Church and its very raison d'etre. "It
is the mission that has a Church, not the Church that has a
mission”19. There is Church because there is mission, not vice
versa. To participate in the mission is to participate in movement
of God's love for people, since God is the source of love which
sends forth.
“Participating in the trinitarian mission does not justify
triumphalism, but requires a humble and docile listening to the
17
cf. Vicedom, Georg , The Mission of God. An Introduction to the Science of
Mission , Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis 1965.
18 ]
For a discussion of this topic see Welker, M, the spirit of God. Theology of the
Holy Spirit, BTC 81, Queriniana, Brescia 1995; Bevans, Stephen b., God Inside out.
Notes Toward a Missionary Theology of the Holy Spirit, [access: 04.02.2011],
http://crc.lcmglobal.org/CRC html/Bevans.; Lopez-Gay, Jesus, the Holy Spirit and
mission. Handouts for students, Pontificia Università Gregoriana, Rome 1989; Taylor,
John V, The go-between God: The Holy Spirit and the Christian Mission, S.C.M. Press,
London 1972.
19
LaRousse, William., "Go ... and make disciples of all nations": Migration and
Mission. in Baggio, Fabio – Brazal, Agnes m. (ed.), "Faith on the Move. Toward a
Theology of Migration in Asia ", Ateneo de Manila University Press, Quezon City,
Manila 2008, pp. 155-176.
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Spirit"20. Basically, the mission is non-other than a gratitude for
the love received and its sharing with the brothers and sisters.
3.2 The Mission as a marginal encounter with Jesus
The analysis of the category of Jesus as a stranger, has
profound consequences in the manner of defining mission. The
mission is at the margins, where God is present, where God works
for salvation, justice, liberation. In the frontier, on the outskirts, on
the edge, God asks us to share in his mission. The world of
migration is marginal and marginalized at the border, liminal.
According to S. Gittins the mission is not about migrating
nor moving geographically, but an existential movement, a
movement from the center to periphery. He writes:
The authentic mission is a movement from the
center to the periphery; where our Center is not; from
where we are, to where the others are. The mission is a
centrifugal movement, but is also a meeting. When we
move to the margins of our familiar world, we encounter
others. Sometimes the margins are at arm's length or by
neighborhood. To the extent that we move from the
Center to the margins and meet brothers and sisters that
we do not know in the name of Christ and in the name of
his Gospel, we are followers and disciples of Christ21.

The mission is realized at the margins, of the society, of
nations, of territory, and also of culture, legality, of the joy of
living ... and so on. "The mission is specifically, ignored by the
20

21

LaRousse, William, "Go ... and make disciples", p. 162.

Ibid., p. xi.
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centre. The mission is always ministry, humble fidelity to Christ
the servant style service”22.
The missio ad migrantes
is an apostolate in the frontier, a
presence in the outskirts, in the
place of marginalization. As
such it becomes paradigmatic
for every type of mission. This
is to gather in a unified manner
the scattered children of God,
with a methodology of work on
the periphery encompassing
attention, mercy, gratuity, affective care. To place in evidence the
notion of "personal love as radically different from the notion of
communion"23 .

3.3 The mission as a Pentecostal Fellowship
The mission with migrants promotes that communion that
brings together cultures, ethnicities, nationalities, religions. This
aspect, which puts in the first place intercultural exchange fruit of
migration, can be applied to all types of ecclesial mission.
Pentecostal communion is a communion where individuality is not
sacrificed, but places it in relation to it, presenting it as a true
identity. The God of the Bible, recalling the story of the book of
Genesis, "came down" to promote, bless and consecrate
"diversity". One thing certain in the biblical message, ' diversity ' is
desired by our God. The mystery of the triune God is a mystery of
unity and distinction, communion and otherness, of relationship
22
23

Ibid., p. xi.
Ibid., p. 145.
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and of love. Through this communion, revealed and actualized in
Christ, God renders us participants, through his spirit.
The culture can also be vitally authentic, when we learn to
“die” to self, and enter fully into the dynamics of Christian
"service": "who wants to be the first, becomes the servant of all."
Only through this process of «death» can a culture rise and
becomes a positive and constitutive cultural synthesis, always new
and refurbished. Without this dynamism, culture is destined to die
without leaving anything authentic and true. The objective of the
mission, and the mission with migrants, aims at possible encounter,
bring forth relationship and enter into communion..

3.4 the mission in <reverse>
The fundamental characteristic of every mission, not only
that of ad migrantes, but also the obedience and synergy with the
Spirit, the mystery of God present in the history of migration. That
which Claude-Marie Barbour defines "Mission in reverse”24. As
the author writes,
the approach of the mission in reverse teaches that the
Minister can and should learn from the people they serve
— including, and perhaps especially, the poor and
marginalized. Taking these people seriously and listening
to them, encourage personal relationships and enhances
the dignity of people. This presence among people must
be perceived as a presence that allows them as leaders in
the relationship25.
24
See Barbour, Claude, "Seeking Justice and Shalom in the City", in
"International Review of Mission, 73, 1984, pp. 303-309;
25
Ibid., p. 304.
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The mission is always a reciprocal relationship in which
both the Minister and the person, give and receive, learn and teach.
This mutuality, that of allowing reciprocal evangelization is critical
to the mission. Allowing oneself to be evangelized, the mission in
reverse, precedes the evangelization and the mission.

3.5 The Mission as a spiritual migration and a journey of love
The image of the Spirit introduces us to the subsequent
reflection on mission, as migration and journey of love. The
mission is aimed at unity of all in Christ, the same purpose of
God’s love and mission. The migrant’s odyssey, found between the
memory of the past and the hope of the future, becomes a sign and
the icon of the very life of man, of the pilgrimage of the believer
and the Church. It becomes a symbol of the same missionary
spirituality. The mission is a relational process, a continuous path,
a forward course in fidelity to the Spirit.
The missionary life, is a life according to the Spirit, "an art
of synergy with the Spirit", the art of allowing the Spirit’s presence
to bear fruit in our lives and in the life of the world”26. The mission
is the Spirit of a love received and who desires to share. The
missionary who walks in the Spirit, pilgrim on this earth and a
sojourner towards the true life, "becomes an image, a likeness of
God. Becomes a Word of God that people can see and touch” 27.
3.6 The mission is meeting with the other and with their truth
The migrant and the stranger are symbols of man in search
of the meaning of life, a christian image, an alien on earth, are
26
Rupnik, Ivan Marko, spiritual life, Špidlík Tomáš – to. (ed.), "lectures on
Divinoumanità" Lipa editions, Rome 1995, p. 303.
27
Ibid., p. 302.
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icons of the Church, people of God on their way to the true
homeland. Migration and the mission with migrants give us
another key meaning to mission - tour court. The mission, more
than geographic movement, is an existential journey in the
formation of identity.
Such an approach focuses not solely on the making of a
Christian, but at its being. That is, it helps the Christian to be that
of his baptismal vocation. It also describes well the missionary
spirit of the new migrants who move from south to north of the
world.
Migrations are the metaphor of the mission as an ecstasy,
this continuous «exit». In this journey, theology will take on the
invovement to the trinitarian movement of love, i.e. a participation
at which the movement of the encounter of the giving itself are the
same rhythm of being28. Going beyond one’s boundaries in order
to open up to the other, becomes indispensable for those who want
to acquire a true Christian identity. This brings forth an identity
perennially open to the dynamism which configures itself as the
heart of Christian identity.

3.7 The mission is prophecy, dialogue and catholicity

28
see especially Hemmerle, Klaus, Thesis of Trinitarian ontology. For a renewal of
Christian philosophy, Città Nuova, Rome 1996, p. 72; Koch, k.urt, communion as the
vital center of the triune God(translation of Mariella Guidotti), "On the exodus roads", 4,
2000, pp. 23-26; Id., The Trinity as God of history, (translation of Mariella Guidotti), "On
the exodus roads", 5, 2000, pp. 12-19 and 10, 2000, pp. 13-20; Greshake, Gisbert, faith in
the triune God. A key to understandingQueriniana, Brescia, 1999, p. 150; Strong, Bruno,
Trinity Church. Essay on the mystery of Church communion and mission, Edizioni San
Paolo, Cinisello Balsamo, 19952 p. 386
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Migration then is a reminder of the believer's identity. The
early Christians, who believed to be no longer "pilgrims and
strangers» but «fellow citizens» along with the Jews in the family
of God paradoxically are greeted as paroikoi, i.e. foreigners and
migrants.
Migration becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. It encouraged
the Church and Christians to recognize their provisional nature as
pilgrims. The dimension of the of migrant people’s mobility can
demonstrate to the Church that it is a community of exiles in
diaspora and that this earthly city we live in, no matter how
beautiful, is not the heavenly city (Eb 13.14)29
On the other hand,
thanks to migration the
universal Church and the
local church are called to live
in a new way and especially
Catholicism. Maybe, today
more than ever, it becomes
"true" and "real" the dogma
that the universal Church,
that is, "Catholic", translates itself in the local church and the local
church is the concrete realization of the universal Church.
Migration, having brought the "world" in each “city”, “obliges
each local church to deal with the plurality of cultures, languages,
races and ethnic groups and religions, without being identified with
any one of these, discarding the rest. The Church in every place
must "become" more and more "Catholic", i.e. open, the "world"
which is already within her, able to recognize the diversity,
enhance them and putting them in communion with one another.

29

See Griffin, Mark \u2012 Walzer, Theron, Living on the borders. What the
Church can learn from ethnic immigrant cultures Brazos, Grand Rapids, MI 2004, p. 22.
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For the Church, in fact, the mark of catholicity is, that of unity,
holiness, always in constant pursuit.
The local church, often would not want to see her cultural
self-affirmation shaken and shares cultural racism and xenophobia
of the general population. Immigration is a pressing invitation to
transformation.

4. Conclusion
As we had set forth, we presented some aspects of mission
with migrants which can illumine the very mission of the Church.
It remains true that the permanent priority of mission is the
proclamation of the Gospel and of Christ's person. But at the same
time, give privilege place to the signs, the facts, the attitudes that
makes possible and credible the proclamation of the word. In this
sense we have favored certain hermeneutic categories close to the
world of migration as the strangeness and recognition.

Note: Our gratitude to the collaboration of Sr. Noemie Digo who
translated the original text from Italian into English.
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“Every Cloud Has A Silver Lining”
The Master of the Harvest be with this Land…
Indonesia… envisioning the future
Sr. Angelina Barek Tupen, MSCS

Life is a journey and it is colorful, it has meaning in every
color. Life is always up and down, and also it can be described like
four seasons: summer, fall, winter, and spring. Every season has its
own beauty and if we only stay in one season we can’t enjoy other
season. As a Junior Sister of the MSCS I am blessed and thankful
to have this chance to write this article. But most of all I give
thanks to God for all the countless blessings and graces that He has
showered upon me. God has purpose or plan for each one of us and
I am pretty sure, every action, plan, hope, dreams, words, wishes,
and steps that I made He is always guides me and holds my hand to
walk with Him to do mission. I feel like I am on cloud nine and my
pen starts to dance when I started to write, inspired by the spirit of
God as I heard a voice “Do what you can.” I can’t wait anymore
and with the smiling face and full of excitement I write about my
beautiful and amazing Community and my Country, Indonesia.
The Republic of Indonesia is a sovereign state in Southeast
Asia. An archipelago comprising thousands of islands, Indonesia
has an estimated population of over 255 million people and is the
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world’s fourth most populous country and with the population of
Muslim majority. Indonesia’s republican form of government
includes an elected legislature and president. Indonesia has 34
provinces, of which five have special Administrative status. The
nation’s capital city is Jakarta, and it’s national motto, “Bhinneka
Tunggal Ika” (Unity in Diversity).
Indonesia, as part of the “Ring of Fire”, has the largest
number of active volcanoes in the world. Earthquakes are frequent
but besides that Indonesia is very rich in languages, culture, tourist
places and other natural richness. And it is very good that our
congregation is present here. Our community is located in
Maumere. Maumere is located in Flores Island, and Flores Island is
very beautiful and it has a lot of tourist places example: Three
lakes, Koka Beach, Komodo Island, Thousands Island, Sea world,
Hot spring, water fall and etc.
The MSCS Presence. On May 25, 2007, Sr. Maria Teresa
Mercado, MSCS and former Sr. Geothessa A. Atalli, a junior sister
arrived in Maumere to start a new community and a new mission.
They were joyfully welcomed by the Scalabrinian Fathers and
seminarians when they arrived in Misir, Maumere, Flores NTT,
Indonesia. At that time Sr. Maria Manuela Amaral, MSCS was the
Provincial Superior of the Our Lady of Fatima Province. The name
of our community is “Maumere Mission Community”. At present,
we have Sr. Maria Teresa Mercado, MSCS as the Local Superior
and the formator of the Postulant. We have three junior Indonesian
sisters, Sr. Maria Martini Azi Una, MSCS as the Responsible for
the Aspirants, Sr. Makriana Barbara Fiti, MSCS is the Responsible
for the Cathechism program and Sr. Angelina Barek Tupen, the
Vocation Promoter and the community Secretary. We have one
postulant, Osinta Navila Nalu and two aspirants, Yulita Ermiana
Jedho and Ervina Mole.
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Living Community Life, Blessed and Happy. Our
community is small but we are blessed and very happy to have this
community. We help each other in order to build our community
and guide each other in this journey especially in a spiritual way.
In the community we have full schedule: we pray, work, we have
formation, recollection, spiritual reading together and of course we
also have the recreation and in a very busy schedule we find time
also for ourselves because we need it. Here in our community
every Sunday the sisters help giving the communion in St. Thomas
Moore our parish. And at 10.00 AM- 11.00 AM we have catechism
program in the convent.
On
Mondays
and
Wednesdays
our
Aspirants have modular
class and Friday for the
Postulant. The rest of the
day they have formation
with their own formator.
“Scalabrinikitchennet” brings joy to the little ones of
Christ. Every Wednesday at 4.00 PM, we give food to the children
in our neighborhood and we call it “Scalabrinikitchennet”. We
have different menu and of course we cook the foods with love so
that everybody could eat and enjoy it. Any young children can
come in for a meal in the “Scalabrinikitchennet”. We do not ask
children why they come - we provide a friendly welcome to all.
Our purpose is to use the vehicle of food to feed the Kingdom by
providing excellence in quality and service to all we serve, to
demonstrate service according to — "Whatever you do, work at it
with all your heart, as working for the Lord, not for men" — and to
encourage our team members and volunteers to full devotion to
Christ. It is more than the food we serve but the love and care we
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show and give to them. Apart from the Catechism that we teach
before the food is served, we try to serve in a holistic way, wherein
the soul is fed as well as the stomach.

Bringing Christ to the Sick. Apart from the regular
schedules we set aside time wherein we can bring the Holy
Eucharist to the sick in our neighborhood community. As we visit
the sick, our presence in their midst is the presence of Christ.
Bringing hope, solace and compassion. All of us we love this
apostolate for we share our life and blessings to them and the
presence of Christ among us. It is our way of being and bringing
the Body of Christ. Bringing communion to the sick and
housebound is intimately associated with the week by week parish
Eucharist in that it is an extension of it. Whenever we take
communion to someone who is sick we carry with us the whole of
the Christian community, the whole MSCS community. We are
therefore ‘bearers’ of ‘the Body of Christ given for you….’ in two
senses which are intimately connected: we bring both o the
sacrament of the body and blood of Christ and of the ‘body of
Christ’ that is the Church community. We both represent Christ
and his Church. This link is made particularly powerful in some
Churches where ministers are sent out to the sick and housebound
immediately after they have received communion on a Sunday
morning with the rest of the congregation praying for them as they
go.
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Serving amidst difficulties. Our commitment to the mission
must be rooted in and strengthened by our spiritual lives. In our
relationship with God we experience the conversion of heart that is
necessary to truly love one another as God has loved us. As a
human being we also find difficult in our journey. In our
community we don’t have car, so if we want to go to other places
we need to ride the “bemo or ojek “we call this Indonesian
language, it means (car or motorcycle). But most of the time we
just walk in order to save money. Our food is very simple, every
day we eat fish, and we eat meat only during our feast. Our life is
very difficult because we do the things manually but we enjoy it,
we do it with love and with our whole self. In another situation we
also have a difficulty to do the vocation promotion especially
family visit. We need to climb the mountains with a very ugly and
dusty road. We ride the bus that accommodates not only the
passenger but also the animals. Amidst such difficulties, we do
commit ourselves in service. Our commitment to the mission is
rooted
in
and
strengthened by our
spiritual lives. In our
relationship with God
we experience the
conversion of heart that
is necessary to truly
love one another as God
has loved us.
We do believe that this commitment for social change and
justice in the service of the Church is at the heart of who we are
and what we believe, it must be shared more effectively and be
lived and witnessed. In our humble way of living, we can show
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that we are worthy of living the vows we professed. Starting from
our community and to the children and family we serve.
This must be undertaken in the context of efforts to share
the faith in its entirety and to encourage Catholics and young
formands to experience the gospel call to conversion in all its
dimensions. We recognize the importance of this broader goal
serving God in the Scalabrinian way of life, in Catholic education
and formation. We are called for a renewed commitment to
integrate our faith and vocation into the mainstream of all ministry
and services we do. We are confident that this goal can be
advanced, because we know firsthand of the dedication, talent, and
deep faith of those involved in the work of education, catechesis,
and faith formation.

Living the Scalabrinian way of life. As a Scalabrinian with
the crown and a robe of the Missionary spirit, people of hope and
people of faith, we strive to live our missionarity and do the
mission with whom we are sent to do. We try our best to promote
the vocation to all possible spaces to do it. We do family visit even
until in those far plank places negating our empty stomach to reach
our goal, we trod the rocky and dusty road forgetting to take
shower for the lack of water. Sometimes, we are tempted to do the
better or easier way, like doing the vocation promotion in the
schools or parishes but as Missionaries, we need to be one with
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them and experience what they experience as we are also coming
from the same place and we have lived such condition. One of the
characteristics of the Scalabrinian Missionary is to become a
migrant with the migrants even in our own country. But because of
the love for God, love for the congregation and for the people of
God, we need to serve the needy.
Envisioning the future mission of MSCS in Indonesia.
Like any other countries
in Asia, Indonesia is
facing the great problem
of
migration,
specifically
labor
migration.
Economic
reasons
drive
the
majority of Indonesian
labor
migrants
to
migrate abroad, to improve the economic status of themselves and
their families. High levels of unemployment and underemployment
in Indonesia push many individuals to look for jobs outside their
area of origin and many may decide to go abroad after hearing
about the availability of jobs from recruitment agents and social
networks and the higher salaries on over abroad in countries such
as Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong SAR, Kuwait, Singapore
and the United Arab Emirates. Many individuals, especially
women, see migration abroad as the only way out of poverty for
them and their families. Most workers therefore migrate with the
intention of working abroad for only a limited period of time in
order to save enough money to purchase a house, open a business
or send their children or relatives to school. Although labor
migration from Indonesia is characterized as temporary because
few migrants leave with the intention of settling in the destination
country, they generally do not have the opportunity to stay even if
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they change their mind. Nevertheless, due to the high costs often
associated with securing overseas employment, temporary labor
migration often turns into a stay that is longer than expected and
may last several years.
With
this
situation, we have to
envision
a
clear
perspective in responding
to the needs of Indonesia
as a land of migration.
There is a great challenge
in front of us as
missionaries with the
migrants, taking chances to serve them in the best yet limited way.
Taking the chances of serving the people of the victims of human
trafficking, irregular migration, having lack of protection from the
government, human right violations and other forms requires us to
prepare ourselves to a deeper commitment and greater
responsibilities.
Responding to the line “You have eyes but not see, ears but
not hear? (Mark 8:18). We shall respond with greater potential and
preparation, yet we can start to where we are, in our own reality
and in our own experience. The instruction and the learning is what
we live today. Just like the teachings and instructions of Jesus
which are not unidirectional. His style of teaching (formation) is, if
I may say so, purely "teaching". Jesus likes to ask questions,
consult, encourage and dialogue. Jesus obliged his disciples to ask
themselves about the reality, of what they are seeing and
experiencing. The Master wants his disciples to learn to discern.
Actually, with eyes and new criteria, which are the criteria of the
Kingdom that is germinating. This dynamic that Jesus gives to his
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way of forming (formation) may be described as follows: turning
off to a superficial view of things, doing a thoughtful reflection, a
deep understanding, entering to a new contemplation. We are
asked to contemplate life through the eyes of faith and grace.
From a challenge towards putting Christ into the Center.
With the present migration realities we are facing, together with
the limitation of resources we have, both materials and human, we
make sure that Christ is the center of all. In living our Vocational
life and our community life, Eucharist is the center together with
the Word of God because with God everything is possible. We
always believe that in every step that we take, God is there for us
even though in the most difficult situation. God will never leave us
alone. We believe in the saying that “Every Cloud has a Silver
Lining “- There is something hopeful even in the grim and difficult
situation. God is with us so we don’t worry. We put our trust on
Him, as God says that “wherever we go, I will go”.
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A Testimony :

"We want to go with you,
for we have heard that God is with you" (Zech 8:23).
Sr. Aires Antoninha Scapini, mscs

God marked us; his presence always
accompanied us and made it realized in our midst
throughout the course since our arrival in Rome,
through the reception of the Sisters, in joy, in the
welcoming and acceptance.
I witnessed the significant and important
aspects in the loving presence of the Superior General
Sister Neusa de Fátima Mariano, her council and
sisters in the community who transpire the "... love one another as I have
loved you, so you must love one another ", (John 13.34 - 35). With this
conviction to live the consecration, the radical options for Jesus Christ
who transforms it and makes it happen.
Rome, with its beauty, its history, culture and the Vatican that
remembers Christ, the Church's foundation, sent by the Father to
actualize the liberating mission for the poor and oppressed. "The Spirit of
the Lord is upon me, because he anointed me to preach good news to the
poor, releasing the oppressed, and to proclaim a year of favor from the
Lord" (Lk 4:18).
Travel to Piacenza: a contemplation of nature, prayer, reflection
and lively and fraternal coexistence contributed to a strong experience of
God. In Piacenza, we formed a large community. The sisters were
witnesses of the merciful love of God through their being and acting in
the radical following of Jesus Christ. As the founder said: "Jesus Christ
must be the beginning and the end of our actions, the soul of our soul, the
life of our life." (Scalabrini)
Everything we saw, meditate and reflect on the sacred places
where Scalabrini, Mother Assunta, Father José Marcheti and St. Charles
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Borromeo had passed, I felt the call that we must return to the sources,
live with radicalism, sincerity and fidelity to the charism which the Spirit
raised Scalabrini: the evangelical and missionary service to migrants
especially the poorest and most abandoned.
At the end of the course, days of recollection, analysis, discussion,
listening to the calls of the Lord's Spirit who impels us to live the
consecrated life with intensity so that our communities will become small
cenacles where there is living in communion in the example of the first
community in Jerusalem and according to Scalabrini and Mother
Assunta;
 "They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and fellowship, in
the breaking of bread and the prayers" (Acts 2.42 to 47).
 "If you, therefore, want to live the Holy Spirit, hold fast charity, love
the truth, desire unity so that you may receive the kingdom of God
"(Scalabrini).
 "We cannot do good to others if we do not have love among us"
(Mother Assunta).
Pope Francis points out an important aspect in his Apostolic Letter,
The Consecrated People: "Religious follow the Lord in a special way,
prophetically. This is the priority that is required now: To be prophets
who witness how Jesus lived on this earth. A religious should not
renounce the prophecy. "
Therefore, a Scalabrinian missionary is called to be prophet. It is
necessary to announce it and denounce it also within our religious
communities with mercy and justice of the Gospel.
I appreciate the opportunity that was offered to me by our superiors
to participate in this Congregational Formation Course. With affection, I
express my special gratitude to Sister Etra Modica, General Animator of
Formation, through her witnessing, dedication and constant gift.
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A testimony:

Revitalize the Awareness of God's
Presence in Our Lives
Sr. Maria Lelis da Silva, mscs

Living the missionary vocation as
Scalabrinian is a total and daily gift, both in
small and large scales. It is the experience of
meeting the needs of others without reducing
their importance.It is continuous and
profound contemplation of the Lord in the
chapel and in daily life. The migrant, I see the
Lord, it is a reality in living and serving
within and outside the community.
The Scalabrini missionary knows that she’s not alone. The
encounter with the Beloved realized in the service of migrants,
conforming her way of being and acting. Trusting that God
accompanies her, making her feel strong and being supported by the
Lord’s wisdom. Thus, she can overcome fear and carry forward
facing all the challenges. With Bishop Scalabrini, Mother Assunta
and Joseph Marchetti as her inspirations, she touches and deals with
her fellow and encourage the realization that the other is the real
presence of God, and contributes to her story and also subject of her
rights and dreams.
From all of these, we can say that the Consecrated Life Year
is a favorable time to revive the consciousness of the concrete
presence of God in our lives, that the other person is Jesus incarnate
and that people in mobility are expression of his suffering face,
joyful, dreamer, in need of presence and not only humanitarian aid.
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A testimony:

A Desire to Grow… to be Open … Available…
to Receive the Gift of the Other
Sr. Vijaya Stella Joseph, mscs

The Scalabrinian Missionary Sisters’
Constitution states clearly the life of a sister is to
live in the world the mission of “being witnesses
of the heavenly goods to all God’s People,
especially to the migrants, in this way helping
them discover the love the Father has for them
and the hope they have been called to” 1. In the
light of living my consecration as a Scalabrinian I
found it meaningful and an absolute necessity to work among the
migrants. The migrants whom we come across in Kerala are the
internal migrants from other states within India. However, the
linguistic, social and cultural differences between the states of
origin and Kerala and the large distance the migrants have to travel
to reach Kerala makes the inter-state migration more similar to
international migration.
Reading the signs of times with the eyes of faith and to
respond creatively to the needs of the Church, I could make the
Scalabrinian presence vibrant in the diocese through the service of
the Domestic Migrant Laborers who are in the prison. This
apostolate had been the most significant and meaningful to
exercise and live the consecration that I made in the Scalabrinian
family. The smile and relief of those who have been released and
that of the family members are the urging force for me to bring
Christ with renewed missionary ardor and new methods and
expressions to the least of the migrants. “Every consecrated

1

Scalabrinian Missionary Sisters’ Constitution #19
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person is a gift for the People of God on its journey”.2
Consecration makes us persons who are given to God without
conditions. More concretely, it makes us “living memories of
Jesus’ way of being and acting,” 3 of his obedience, poverty and
chastity. As I am in this journey at this formational years of my
consecrated life, I have let myself changed in the self-awareness of
my inner motivations and the behaviors and acknowledged it as the
beginning of my spiritual journey where I began to work on my
nature to develop the good, God given aspects of my personality
for the benefit of others and where I learned to be aware of the ego,
self-centered aspects that I need to overcome. I believe that
listening to God, responding creatively and working on with self
will transform us to be signs and communicators of God’s love for
humanity. Wherever our thoughts take us or our feelings lead us,
we know that we are living from the Divine source within us. It is a
journey of a lifetime just began!
My aspiration to be an effective Scalabrinian in the world of
migration grew and matured in the community I live with. Indian
Mission community in itself is an archetype of complex migration
phenomenon as the community is composed of sisters and
formands from enriching multicultural, socio-economic
background of two different countries, 3 diverse states, and we
speak 4 different languages. In this context the ideal community
where “a religious community becomes a centre radiating
outwardly, a spiritual force, a centre of animation, of fraternity
creating fraternity, and of communion and ecclesial collaboration,
where the different contributions of each help build up the Body of
Christ, which is the Church”4 was an immense challenge. A first
2

Pope Francis, 2 February 2014, Angelus, on Day of Consecrated Life

3

Vita Consacrata No. 22
4
Fraternal Life in Community - document of the Congregation for Institutes of
Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life, 15 January 1994
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step towards this challenge was to learn the local language and the
culture to be integrated and to share the responsibility of living the
Scalabrinian Charism within the community. Religious community
is a gift, a place and subject of mission and a place where we
become brothers and sisters5: To actualize this ideal, I have
learned to accept that, “it is necessary to prepare to be not only
consumers of community, but above all its builders; to be
responsible for each other's growth; to be open and available to
receive the gift of the other; to be able to help and to be helped; to
replace and to be replaced”6. Placing God in the centre of the
community, would lead us to achieve this unity in diversity and
also diversity in unity.
In this year of Consecrated Life, the Pope expressed his
expectations for the yearlong observance: “that consecrated men
and women would be witnesses of communion, of joy and the
Gospel, and go evermore to the peripheries to proclaim the Good
News”. 7 The Pope said he also expected consecrated men and
women to examine their presence in Church life and to respond to
the “new demands constantly being made on us, to the cry of the
poor.” Along with Pope, my prayer too would be “May this Year
of Consecrated Life also be an occasion for confessing humbly,
with immense confidence in the God who is Love (cf. 1 Jn 4:8), our
own weakness and, in it, to experience the Lord’s merciful
love. May this Year likewise be an occasion for bearing vigorous
and joyful witness before the world to the holiness and vitality
present in so many of those called to follow Jesus in the
consecrated life.” 8

5

Ibid
Ibid
7
Apostolic Letter “Rejoice” A letter to consecrated men and women
8
Apostolic Letter “Rejoice” A letter to consecrated men and women
6
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A testimony:

"We are in the hands of the Lord ...
What he did is so well"
Sr. Arceolídia Silva de Souza, mscs

Expressing in this report is a living
experience in consecrated and religious life and
what motivate me in living as consecrated
Missionary Sister of Saint Charles Borromeo
Scalabrinian.
All comes from the personal encounter
with Jesus Christ, which is the daily search of God's Word, and
other indicators of spirituality that, along the way, empower the
mission and the sense of Scalabrinian missionary. Along these, the
itinerancy mobilizes my life, identifying myself with the person of
Jesus, the Pilgrim and the migrant, and motivates me to live with
dynamics without being lead to a static life or being rigid; but
converges to a higher motivation, the mission "go and make
disciples of all nations" (Mt 28:19).
In this view, my vocation encompasses the call and
following of Jesus, serving the Church and neighboring places
searching to other categories who dream of a better world: "I have
come that they may have life, and have it abundantly" (cf. . Jn
10:10). Among the many changes in the world, religious life
remains a prophetic reference to the point of letting me transmit
and able to express the joy and enthusiasm of my vocation, without
exclusivity, and is always linked to love of God for the brothers
and sisters.
These points of reference, the experience of everyday
spirituality, prayer, meditation, contemplation, make God speaks in
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the silence of the heart, leaving me challenged their appeals, which
transmit the sensitivity and missionary attitude.
Throughout my life as a teenager, I constantly sought to
trust in God who never abandons HIS children. And today, put
myself in His hands, with humility and simplicity as her
handmaiden, like Mother Assunta performed in living her
spirituality. Doing the will of God was the constant guidance of
Mother Assunta spirituality, and I had a real devotion to the will of
God for which I expressed my full support then saying: "We are in
the hands of the Lord and all that He does is well done."
Our founder, Blessed John Baptist Scalabrini, the Blessed
Assunta Marchetti and Fr. Joseph Marchetti contribute to the
construction of specific spirituality, the point of illuminating the
being and acting in the mission. This requires a daily mystical
renewal that transforms into testimony to an expression of the love
of Jesus Christ for others in the way of welcome, hospitality,
itinerancy, unity in diversity and charity.
These principles are important, broaden horizons and gives
meaning to the prophecy. Turning to Mary, who has always been a
benchmark, contributes in my vocation and spiritual path and
discipleship: the attentive listening, in silence, in prayer, in the
encounter, who stood the path leading to Good News to her
relative Elizabeth. Looking at Mary, her virtues are essential in
community life and contribute to the building of community living;
with eyes fixed on Jesus Christ and Mary leads us to live a mature
faith.
I mean the fraternal life without humility forgiveness, life
becomes stiff, the lightness of the relationship, in everyday life,
remains the "challenge" the sublime expression of LOVE. In that
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measure love grows, extends
without exclusivity.

as well compassion and mercy

In this sense, the constant pursuit of experience of mature
faith and a lighter relationship and "fecund” serenity are important
in the community and thus in everyday life, with God's people.
Become mature, leads me to cultivate good relations and let me
imbue the joy of the Gospel.
It is this joy which I am called to express the being and
acting of Consecrated Religious Life, the joy of the vocation of
following Jesus Christ. Pope Francis invites us "to renew and
qualify with joy and passion our vocation as a total act of love as
an ongoing process." Thus, consecrated life becomes the Paschal
Mystery of the Risen Christ, renewing the "joy" and vocational
enthusiasm.
Finally, by looking at Mary, takes us on a continuous
motivation to listen and discern the voice of God who calls along
the way. In this year dedicated to consecrated life, it seeks to
contemplate on Mary in the lights of the Holy Spirit, she went out,
to encounter, to take the journey. As the circular letter - the
consecrated men and women, No. 31, 2014, says: "The tenderness
is good for us, and our prospects and our limits, we are called to
bring the smile of God and brotherhood."
The consecrated religious life is the sign of "restlessness"
of God, and puts on a mission with the force emanating from the
overflowing heart in these times of change. still compassion signal
- prophetic and hope the migrant and the people who stand on the
margins; to go out, to meet, it is down the plain, be an ecclesial
presence, make visible God's call, working in human history.
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OUR LADY OF MERCY, SIGN OF GOD DIVINE MERCY
Brazilian Community, Rome, 12 October, 2015
Sr. Ana Paula. Ferreira da Rocha, mscs

The Extraordinary Jubilee of Mercy
We are at the door of the
Extraordinary Jubilee Year of Mercy and
the Papal Bull says that, “At times we are
called to gaze even more attentively on
mercy so that we may become a more
effective sign of the Father’s action in our
lives, a special time for the Church, a time
when the witness of believers might grow
stronger and more effective. And when in
the name of Christ Church summons a
Jubilee, we are all invited to live an
extraordinary time of grace. This Holy Year
of Mercy is a time for the Church to rediscover the sense of
mission that the Lord has entrusted the day of Easter. Being the
instruments of the Father's Mercy Pope adds “to echo the word of
God that resounds strong and clear as a message and a sign of
pardon, strength, aid, and love. May she never tire of extending
mercy, and be ever patient in offering compassion and comfort“
What is the Jubilee year? The biblical text of Leviticus 25
helps us understand what it meant a jubilee for the people of Israel:
Every 50 years the Hebrews blow the trumpets calling to celebrate
a holy year as reconciliation of all time. This period should recover
a good relationship with God, with others, with creation, as a form
of gratuity. Among many things, this year promotes the amnesty of
debts, particularly to help those who are living in poverty, to
improve relations between people and to liberate or to free the
slaves.
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Jesus Christ came to announce and realize the fullness of
the grace of the Lord, the good news to the poor, liberty to
captives, recovery of sight to the blind and freedom to the
oppressed (Lk. 4,18-19). In it, especially the Paschal mystery, the
profound meaning of the Jubilee finds fulfillment. It is a year
where the Church will offer many signs of God's presence, able to
awaken in our hearts the ability to look at the essentials.
Our Lady of Mercy , Sign of Divine Mercy
The word mercy appears the first
time in meeting with Moses at the burning
bush, and God shows his compassion. He
sees the misery of his people, hears their
cry and knows their suffering (Ex.3,7). God
is a God who sees, who listens, who has
compassion. Mercy in the book of exodus
is the expression of absolute freedom of
God when he says: "I will grace whom I
want to make grace and I will have mercy
on whom I will have compassion" (Exodus 33.19). In the Psalm,
we find expressions of what we say that God is rich in mercy, and
His love is forever (Sl.118). In the book of the Prophets, we find
God, who reaffirms his compassion, even if some texts seem that
this same God abandon his people or get tired of having mercy.
But in this sense the people discovers one of the deepest truths of
the way of love of God: "For I am God and not man, I am the Holy
One in your midst and will not see you in my wrath" (Hos 11.9).
He cannot come in wrath, but meets because he loves. With this
expression, as if I said that God is not an apathetic God, God is a
God that goes beyond the misery of the world; He has a merciful
heart, sees the misery, listens to the ones cry and come down to
meet him.
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In the New Testament, Jesus is the full revelation of God's
mercy. He is a God who continues to see, because Mary sings that
God looked at misery, in one’s smallness. The way God continues
to act with mercy is totally out of our logic, for we never would
trust such a great mystery or redeeming work to a young man in his
teens. Mary also surprised by the logic of God, but merely a
conditioned freedom to a freedom generated. Mary in her freedom
welcomes God in her home, not outside, but in her home body,
heart, spirit. Let God dwell in your life, in your affections, in your
fears, in your things, your habits, finally in your most intimate
reality.
May I invite each of you to deepen our insight at Mary as a
Mother of Mercy, looking at her human condition. Sometimes our
connection with Mary and in our life, will at the same pace that
chronicles at the early chapters in the book of Luke, everything is
in haste. Among the Fiat of Mary and the Song, the Magnificat
there is not much difference. It’s not true! The question that needs
silence in our own heart is this: How will all this happen? Mary
said to the angel. Between the yes and the realization of the
promise there was a long journey in the life of Mary. When she
pronounced her yes, she never knew how it would be the Mother of
the Saviour, the Immaculate, the conceived without sin, that she
would be assumed into heaven.
In Mary, we understand the two words forming the word
MISERICORDIA (MERCY) MISERIA (Misery) – CARDIA
(Heart), that is, with the heart we have indicated the capacity to
love a person. God looks with love misery of Mary. He
remembered me, sings Maria. It is God who sees and loves first.
Mary experienced the mercy proving the anguish this YES. In
Mary, we understand the mercy that God uses when she
pronounced her yes allowing God to enter her personal and herself,
to participate in this mystery as an instrument of collaboration of
the whole redemptive work of the Father.
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Mary is the Mother of Mercy
because she deeply understood the
infinite mercy of the Father, for her and
for humanity. The first manifestation of
mercy first happened in her womb.
Mary lived in herself the mystery of
death and resurrection of Christ, and let
herself be touched deeply as God
reveals himself: full of mercy. Mary
suffers deeply with her only child, but
overcomes with courage because as
mother she always associates the
sacrifice of her Son. She understands
the death of the Son as was the mercy of God for humanity. Her
Assumption into heaven, Mary understood what signifies that look
of the Almighty had looked her misery: she was preserved from sin
and death corruption.
Mary, Mother of Mercy, is a very old expression that has its
beginning in monastic religious life. The Church has always had
clear the close connection between the divine and ecclesiastical
maternity of the Virgin Mary when she defined as Mother of God
(Theotokos). As St. Augustine said "Mary gave birth to the body
and the Church gave birth to Christ's members." Mary had been
part since the beginning of the Church's mystery, we see, above all,
linked to his Son, so let us meditate in the life of his Son when we
pray.
Mercy is a quality of maternal love. The Son was begotten
of Mary that was the mercy of mankind. Jesus is mercy
personified. In the Canticle of Mary, Mary sings that his mercy is
understood to generation to generation. Mary made realize the
designs of the Father and closely linked to the mystery of Christ
and the Church. We invoke his protection because we recognize its
first function in it: the mother who protects. Mary is a source of
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grace and mercy, because it is closely linked to the person of the
Word who became flesh to save us. Jesus died for our sins and
rose again for our sanctification.
Let us meditate
 How I welcome the mystery of God in my life? What
space that God occupies in my inner life? When I pray
the Marian prayer, what spiritual path the Passion,
Death and Resurrection of Jesus Christ do?
The year of mercy is proper invitation to discern
profoundly the word following Mary and her Son. Mary is the
living example of what the book cannot reserve for nothing of
herself, the exercise of listening of a mother, handmaid, daughter
of his own Son, but sets in motion mercy experienced in his
humanity. Mercy is an ultimate expression of true love in
relationship with each other. The Pope Francis points out that
"mercy is not a sentiment, but it is the engine that drives our
humanity." Therefore, the word mercy cannot be understood as an
emotional attitude. In Jesus and Mary learned that this is an active
attitude to actively and dynamically responds to the needs of the
other; not only opens the heart, but set in motion the hands, feet to
meet the other.
It's a year to overcome my inertia, especially those always
putting myself spiritually available to the other with my gifts, to
share what I have with those who suffer, to donate my time and to
give a word of comfort to others who suffer. It is a favorable time
to make the other happy with the presence and exercise listening
skills. It is remembering my fundamental vocation: to discover the
love with which I loved and love the other with the same intensity
"be merciful, even as your Father in heaven is merciful."
God reveals himself as rich in mercy in the death and
resurrection of His Son Jesus. The cross is the difficult reality that
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in our humanity would call the unfortunate fate. In so many
wounds, in so many sinful experiences we have always to
remember our choice to do alone, without the help of the Father,
we reject the Son's condition and we turn our back to this infinite
love. The Resurrection mercy definitely won our misery. God is
near us, he is at the at the door, knocking and want to be with us,
he respects our freedom, but only when we open and respond to
his love.
To conclude, let us say the second part of the Hail Mary
saying "Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and at
the hour of our death."We pray to Mary to be present in the divine
judgment and that it is full of mercy and the Father's forgiveness.
Let us not be afraid to tell our miseries, because God is a God who
"feel"our misery as if it were their own misery and does everything
so we can be regenerated in love. She is the Mother of Mercy
because she has a unique experience of death. She is Mother of
Mercy because she knows how any human being suffer with our
misery. The proof of this is our devotion to our Lady of Aparecida,
she is the one who serves as spokesperson for God who sees, hears
and comes down. She looks at us with mercy, as our Father in
heaven is merciful. We ask the intercession of Mary, our Lady of
Aparecida that every one of us can hear profoundly how it's all
going to happen that in all contexts of our existence. The question
of Mary must be the engine that animates our faith and our life.
People are able to trust because our God is not the God of death,
but a living God. And in his intercession that we trust, because we
get the grace that saves us in the hour of our death. We continue the
journey with faith in one of the toughest pilgrimages that is within
ourselves because we've been entrusted always and entirely to
Mary, Mother of Mercy.
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Religious Profession
First Profession

Sr. Mary Sherin Naduvilassery Saju, mscs

born in India, celebrated the First Profession in
Melrose Park, IL, USA on September 13, 2015
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Perpetual Profession
With joy, we congratulate Sister Luisa Carla Frey
Bamberg who made lifetime commitment on the 120th Year
of the Congregation, 25th October 2015, who firmly respond
to God’s call for to serve the migrants through our
congregation.

Sr. Carla Luisa Frey Bamberg
A Paraguai national, celebrated her Perpetual Profession
at Cuidad del Este, PY, on October 25, 2015.
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